BoNT/E-cleaved peptide (aa 181-206) and displacing Poirier et al., 1998b ). This might result in a ring of complexes around the fusion pore, which could perhaps the remainder of the SNAP-25 C-terminal coil (aa 150-180), hence restoring structural integrity and biological partly explain the large size of the 105 kDa complex. As S25-C prevents multimerization, the 65 kDa complex is function of the SNARE complex ( Figure 1C ). This suggests that SNAP-25 functions to stabilize the SNARE likely comprised of stoichiometric amounts of syntaxin, VAMP, BoNT/E-cleaved SNAP-25, and S25-C. complex bridging two membranes without needing to bind membranes itself, like its homolog SNAP-29 (Steegmaier et al., 1998).
Residues of SNAP-25 Critical for Exocytosis
In order to understand the role of the SNARE complex in, and the contribution of specific residues to, exo-S25-C Contributes to SNARE Complex cytosis, 21 S25-C mutants were generated and tested 
by toxin treatment). When the complex bands were
The second category (mutants S25-C-1, 9, 10, 11, excised from the gel, boiled, rerun on SDS-PAGE, and 12, 14, 17, and 18) have charged residues at non-a/d probed with the non-C-terminal anti-SNAP-25 antibody, positions replaced by Ala. Of these, only mutant S25-it became apparent that the 105 kDa complex contains C-12 (R161A) rescues exocytosis less effectively than full-length SNAP-25, whereas the 65 kDa complex conwild type, consistent with previous structural data showtains cleaved SNAP-25 ( Figure 2C, lanes 7-9) . This is ing that R161 forms a salt bridge with E41 of VAMP consistent with the depiction of the rescued core com-(Sutton et al., 1998). S25-C-9, 10, 17, and 18 consistently plex in Figure 1C . restore exocytosis to higher levels than the wild type, Previous studies suggest the core complex forms despite S25-C-9 and 10 each lacking one salt bridge to multimers joined by the linker region between the N-VAMP. The others in this class (S25-C-11 and 14) rescue exocytosis equivalently to wild type. and C-terminal coils of SNAP-25 (Fasshauer et al., 1998; We also tested whether all mutants could be cleaved and Q174I mutants, the level of a/d mutant rescue approximately correlates with the thermal stability of the efficiently by BoNT/E; with the exception of three a/d mutants that rescue poorly (S25-C-3, 4, and 5), they complex, suggesting that the high stability of the wildtype complex is a critical property underlying its function could all be cleaved (data not shown). As well as ruling out the possibility that resistance to any residual toxin (Figure 4) . However, this correlation does not strictly hold for some of the other mutants. For example, mutaplays a role in the effects of mutations on rescue, this suggests that BoNT/E recognizes the most conserved tion of the conserved Q174 dramatically decreases the thermal stability of the SNARE complexes without afand functionally important a/d residues of SNAP-25. This explains why the toxin does not attack SNAP-25 fecting the rescue of NE release. Also unexpectedly, mutants 9 and 10, which restore exocytosis to levels when it is part of a fully formed SNARE complex; these residues are completely buried within the helical bundle.
higher than wild type, form core complexes that dissociate at lower temperatures than the wild-type complex. The long distance from some of these a/d residues to the cleavage site in the linear sequence supports the To confirm these conclusions, the thermal stabilities of purified complexes in the absence of SDS were deteridea that BoNT/E interacts with S25-C over a significant portion of the length of the ␣ helix (Rossetto et al., 1994;  mined by CD spectroscopy (Figures 4 and 5B) ; as expected, the unfolding transition occurs at higher temperWashbourne et al., 1997), which is likely required for the enzyme-substrate recognition that underlies the exquiatures in the absence of SDS, although a similar overall trend in T m is observed. However, mutant SNARE comsite selectivity of the clostridial neurotoxins. by Western blotting (Figure 6C ), whereas 15 M of S25-C is needed for the half-maximal amount of NE release ( Figure 6A) . Thus, the S25-C protein has two distinct complexes (formed between SNAREs on the same membrane) and that the lower affinity sites, those that binding sites with different affinities in the cracked cells, and the high-affinity site is apparently unproductive, promote exocytosis, are the initial binding events that form trans-complexes (formed between SNAREs on apsince no fusion results from its formation. We favor the hypothesis that the very stable SNARE complexes visuposed membranes). The IC 50 for SNARE complex formation in vitro or in Triton-solubilized cells is much closer alized by Western blotting are derived from cis-SNARE to that of the high-affinity site (data not shown). Since no membranes are present in these cell-free reactions, these configurations are more similar to cis-complex formation. Consistent with these ideas, the energy barrier to be overcome in forming a trans-or fusion complex is likely to be much higher than that for a cis-complex. Alternative explanations for the high-and low-affinity S25-C binding sites include interactions with non-SNARE binding partners, although no interactions of this type have been characterized. An additional alternative might be that a series of trans-binding sites are occupied by high-affinity interactions and that when a sufficient number of these sites have been filled, a low-affinity, Ca 2ϩ -dependent site is generated. Further studies are required to fully differentiate between these alternatives. to dissociate the complex in order to release a binding site. To test this, hexokinase was added 2 min prior to S25-C-wt addition to hydrolyze ATP. Then, S25-C-wt and rescue by S25-C should be rapid, demonstrating that SNARE complex formation and vesicle release are and the nonhydrolyzable ATP analog ATP␥S were added. A similar level of rescue was elicited regardless tightly coupled in time. This is clearly observed in the cracked cell system, where toxin addition rapidly halted of the availability of ATP (Figure 9 ), suggesting that fusion-incompetent, fully assembled trans-complexes do exocytosis and S25-C addition rapidly resumed the process ( Figure 8A) . Similarly, Ca 2ϩ chelation with EGTA not form. Therefore, mutant 5 failed to rescue because it failed in trans-complex formation rather than at any rapidly halted exocytosis until Ca 2ϩ was readded ( Figure  8B ), suggesting that the Ca 2ϩ trigger was required as a downstream events. These data suggest that mutant S25-C proteins do not form core complexes with a lowcontinuous signal rather than as a transient pulse setting the fusion process in motion. From these experiments ered probability of leading to fusion. Moreover, the faithful link between trans-complex formation and memwe conclude that both the S25-C protein and Ca 2ϩ are continuously required to support the membrane fusion brane fusion suggests to us that the energy transfer between complex formation and membrane fusion is reaction. In neurons, it is well known that the delay between the Ca 2ϩ entry through Ca 2ϩ channels and exorapid and direct, perhaps not involving any intermediate links. We propose that SNARE complex formation is cytosis is extremely short (reviewed in Matthews, 1996). Therefore, if the four-helix bundle were to fully form coincident with and drives membrane fusion. after receiving the Ca 2ϩ signal, it is very likely that this complex formation itself is the final catalyst of mem- , 1998b) . However, the ability of a specific regulatory processes that optimize the rates of single coil to rescue exocytosis indicates that such a complex formation. Thus, we propose that rapid signalprecise structural organization is not required. Nevertheing in neurons is achieved by organizing the SNARE less, the rate of fusion of the rescued cells is about complex for very rapid Ca 2ϩ -triggered assembly. Per-2-fold slower than in nontoxin-treated cells, and the haps the first half of the core complex, up to the central kinetics of transmitter release with the various peptides ionic layer, is preformed in rapid-signaling synapses and showed significant differences from each other. FormaCa 2ϩ influx triggers zippering up of the other half to tion of higher order complexes via SNAP-25 bridging form a full complex, coincident with membrane fusion. may therefore contribute to the kinetics of the release Alternatively, neuronal mechanisms may exist to hold process, perhaps by allowing summation of the energies back SNARE complex-mediated bilayer mixing until a of complex formation. Ca 2ϩ signal triggers opening of the fusion pore. Why do mutations at the highly conserved, buried
Ca
The ability of various mutants to rescue exocytosis to polar glutamine residue (Gln-174), despite lowering the different extents, some even more effectively than wild stability of the complexes, have such a small effect in type, suggests a heterogeneity in the activation energies their ability to rescue exocytosis? Perhaps this polar required to trigger exocytosis. Apparently, PC12 cells position acts as a hinge, allowing the two flanking doare not optimally organized to release the maximal nummains of the complex to function independently. Glnber of vesicles via action of the wild-type core complex. 174 mutants most likely form complexes with a structure Perhaps this observation reflects a heterogeneity in the similar to wild type, seemingly eliminating a critical role distribution of release probabilities at the level of individfor this residue in fixing the register of interactions beual vesicles. This would be consistent with the recent tween the S25-C helix and the other components of demonstration that individual vesicles have different calthe bundle. Alternatively, Gln-174 could be critical for cium sensitivities (Blank et al., 1998). Different memaspects of SNARE complex function other than membranes within the secretory pathway may have specific brane fusion. This may not be complex dissociation, energy requirements for fusion, which are likely to be however, since NSF dissociates all our mutant comclosely correlated with the specific SNARE sets imporplexes in vitro (data not shown). Further biophysical tant in fusing them. Formation of the core exocytosis complex has been studies of the mutant and wild-type complexes are
